
What Are People Really Eating 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Mon Apr 30, 2018 8:08 pm 

What Are People Really Eating 
 

Back in the 1950's and 60's scientists examined the head hunters the cannibals of the south 

pacific. They found when they eat the brain of other humans it changes the gene codon from 

127 to 129 which means it causes a genetic change which is detectable. The cannibals also 

suffered from certain kind of diseases like a human mad cow diseases. 

 

Morden genetic studies have shown that large amounts of the current populations have this 

codon 129. In south Korea whole warehouses full of pills from China were found to contain 

human flesh from aborted fetuses. However it was also found large amounts of meat used in 

fast foods contained human DNA. The reality of the situation where do you think the missing 

children that always seem to vanish around a certain groups Jewish religious holidays are 

going....... Then people are eating the meat. Note the Jews traditionally suffer from the same 

kind of strange genetic illnesses the cannibals of the Pacific do. Is this a coincidence.  
 

Its also been stated that the Reptilians also enjoy feeding on human flesh. And as we know from 

the Reptilian DNA in the Jewish Cohen gene and the fact the Jewish Rabbi's state they come 

from reptilian "angels" and the special blood line of Yahweh which from their own admission is a 

collection of Reptilians its not surprising they also share the same practices. I note a lot of Jews 

promote diets that is based on eating raw meat that is a totally reptilian behaviour and they also 

don't get sick from this were the Goyim would. 
 

The Jews created Christianity and the ritual of the communion were the Christians drink the 

blood and eat the flesh of Christ in front of an image of a human ritual murdered on a cross this 

is a form of sympathetic Kabala magic to tie into the actual human murder rituals that is well 

known and documented thought-out history and even in the works on the Jews they engage in. 

The last trail over this in the Ukraine where a Gentile child Andrei Yushchinsky was found 

ritually murdered. The Rabbi Mendel Beilis was convicted in the court. They found the body, the 

murder scene which was in the local synagogue where they found the blooded soaked shirt of 

the victim along with the murder weapons and they obtained confessions and also had the eye 

witnesses of the children who managed to escape being kidnapped who where with Andrei, 

identified the Rabbi on the stand.  
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Mendel Beilis leaving a Kiev court holding his indictment May 1913:  

 

When the Jews took over the Russian Empire the Jewish Cheka murdered every Gentile 

involved on this case and threw the mother of Andrei in prison where she died.  
 

Let us not forget the strange "art shows" of the Jewesses Abramovic and the spirit cooking 

which is based on the Jewish Kabala its based on ritual murder and cannibalism. Even set up to 

show people stabbed to death on altars. The Jews call us the Goyim meaning the cattle and 

what do people do with cattle they eat them. 
 

Spirit Cooking: 

 

 



Note Lady Gaga without the make up on in the photo. 

Where do you think she gets her ideas like wearing raw meat dresses and such from. 



 



Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 

http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: What Are People Really Eating 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue May 01, 2018 10:09 pm 

rarenas wrote:... 
 

Hail Satan! 
Hail all those who fight for freedom! 

 

 

Clearly nobody here is trying to teach genetics. As stated in the spirit of the post this is a post 

that comes of curiosity. It just questioned rhetorically if such genes which tend to be in cannibals 

have anything to do with humans having such genes. Because the jews have promoted 

cannibal culture to Gentiles as well. It's well known people were fed other people historically. 

Such as in cases of enforced famine.  

 

And what did you do to assist in such case of acclaimed BS here or 'ignorance' on our behalf. 

You are just virtue signalling while whining most of your reply other than saying a few interesting 

nuggets in one post. Do we have to respect you for that? Does anyone have to respect a 

studied doctor who claims to have been part of a village and didn't help a villager once? Do you 

gain any influence in such simply because of your moral BS signalling? 

 

Does your post have present any logic in it at all? 
 

You remind me of a famous egyptologist who was ranting and raving about how he has cracked 

hieroglyphic code simply because he could read what the text said and translated it. But he 

didn't know anything of what this code really meant. This is the modern DNA science. You read 

something with very simple and plain (not to undermine them) techniques, but hardly there is 

any knowledge in what one is really reading or what these readings really mean. And 

advancement in such cases seems to be slow. We're getting there. 
 

You read DNA as anyone else can look at hieroglyphics and scarcely understand anything, 

which is where modern genetic science is at this point. This is the modern science outlook in 

general. You analyze something based on a broad system of analysis, and if you get the same 

data to appear, you consider such said things also the same in essence or in character. Where 

one clusters doesn't really relate all that much on many other factors.  
 

The jews are humanoid creatures and they have been here for a lot of time, so obviously, they 

are humanoids and more than likely relate to others in the region. We have said that they are 

humanoid. They have thousands of years in history that is common and a common genetic 

inheritance as well as they largely tried to not intermarry with other races.  
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You read something through science, but the science is not really well developed to understand 

anything yet, on what it's findings really mean. Discovering A is the same to A doesn't mean that 

their qualities or operations are the same. One cannot know which factors came from where. 

You are just replicating the common narrative basically. And just throwing bashes at the Clergy 

cause whatever. 
 

Where is your very intellectual type to assist on such matters? In the case of descent and what 

the factors you read mean, one needs to read basic genetic science to understand that this is 

nowhere close to understanding what every piece of such means in an existential manner.  
 

There are also other jewish scientists who would disagree with you, and admit they have a 

different DNA than all other people on earth, including the Cohen gene and other such factors. 

Which make them jewish. Now to you this is all letters and if you see A in one person and A in 

another person, you assume it's the same thing, and that they somehow belong here. This is 

like saying since liquid A resembles and/or reads as liquid B, it must be entirely the same. And 

you move the 'spiritual' in some sublime nonsense region due to lack of your own personal 

understanding. 
 

With the great swindles many DNA companies and the great war against people like Crick one 

has every right to doubt all these dubious claims about us being similar to bananas and the 

same as apes. Even in such case these differences in "Percent" do not explain any differences 

in quality. Maybe just yet, maybe in the future they will. It doesn't matter what the genetic proof 

is as genetics have a long way to go, since as you know, it's platted in multiculturalism and 

proving that we are equal on apes and bananas and using % differences to prove that we are 

only such a small percent different from being a banana.  

 

This is not about the percents nor the limited language we have on the codex of life at the 

present moment. You should know that too and approach such rigid explanations with a grain of 

salt. 
 

Understanding something through language doesn't mean you understand what this language 

says or tries to communicate to you. Therefore you should be careful and use the actual 

scientific spirit which is doubting the stuff that you are force-fed by modern academia.  
 

As for jews being the same as anyone else there are many jewish scientists who would love to 

debate this with you. And many other learned ones to whom these scientists bow in kabbalah 

centers that tell them that their mission is to take over earth and how they are a different RACE 

from all of mankind. Your scientific analyses doesn't change this. 
 

The fact that all humans have two hands, two feet, one head, two eyeballs, and genitals, doesn't 

make us all equal or the same, nor does mapping someone out, even if the data prescribed by 

certain tools is the same, prove we are all from here, the same, or whatever else. This proves 

the nature of the material body. As stated the jews are a hybrid race which has a lot, if not 

predominantly, humanoid figure like all other people on earth. With particular strains in such 

because of their alien origin. 



 

I do not think the belief of the scientific community is going to change any Rabbi who admits he 

is conversating with the reptilians every night about jewish origins, nor it will change the mind of 

Rabbi Laitman who says the jews are only the same in appearance and come from another 

planet. There are also superior lifeforms involved in the whole thing. I am sure many secular 

jews tried to convince the Rabbis otherwise as well with what you are saying here.  
 

But they know better. It's their job to know better. I even watched a lecture between geneticists 

and scientists with Rabbis and the Rabbis put them in their place. What we can map out now 

seems to be limited, and you can understand probably. 
 

I hope you understand the above points. We can read this language of life now (on a basic 

level) but that doesn't mean we understand what it says just yet. Appearances can be deceiving 

here. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 
 

 
- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
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Re: What Are People Really Eating 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue May 01, 2018 10:40 pm 

luis wrote: 

Poweredbythesun wrote:This would help to explain why I NEVER buy hamburgers at fast 

food places anymore. . . I just thought I started liking chicken more, and I didn't know the sick 

feeling I got after a burger was possibly human meat O_O 

 

 

I almost always felt bad after eating at place like MC donald, now we know why  

 

 

There was an interview which was later branded as 'fake', where one rabbi explained about 

human food in MacDonalds and such. But I guess everything is fake if it blames the jews. 
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- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 
- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: What Are People Really Eating 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue May 01, 2018 10:47 pm 

rarenas wrote: 

HoodedCobra666 wrote: 

rarenas wrote:... 
 

Hail Satan! 
Hail all those who fight for freedom! 

 

 

... 

 

 

I could ban your post and shut you down, what does that tell you about "accepting criticism"?  
 

Can you show any logic in this conversation please? Or you are just focused in foaming your 

posts in many years of experience, claims, and this and that, and then finally instilling doubt in 

the obvious? 
 

A google search could explain your "Cohen Gene". The Cohens are the highest class of the 

jewish race. I do not know what your 'samples' are, possibly, just random jews. Cohen are not 

random jews. They believe they are descendants of the ancient jews, unlike the others whom 

they consider quite bastardized but still 'jewish enough'. Cohen are believed to be 1000 years of 

'pure' jewish blood.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Y-chromosomal_Aaron 
 

Here is the chromosome. Which you could find by simply googling rather than pretending you 

didn't know existed. Because it does. Just put it on google. This is just a name, its a 

chromosome, not a gene. This must not be the case for the majority of random jews either, 

because as stated, they are very mixed, but still distinctively jewish. If you have any intel, then 

you can try to find what DNA test the jews do to admit jews in Israel. Because they do this. And 

there are obviously factors to such. 
 

As about incoherent arguments and ending up with trying to instill doubt to anyone as to why we 

are here, do you seriously believe anyone wants to play this game? 
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- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 
- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: What Are People Really Eating 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue May 01, 2018 10:49 pm 

SoulSnipes wrote: 

rarenas wrote:I've been a member of JOS for many years now (more than 10)  
 

Hail Satan! 

Hail all those who fight for freedom! 

 

 

I doubt this claim, the wayback machine has constant updated versions of the meditation 

page so do the forums. 

 

 

Yeah, all these generals and elders of the JoS who have never appeared, only occassionally 

appear to play the high moral ground and instill doubt about how the JoS is, how the JoS this 

and that, and they a lot of inaccurate things with some facts here and there that rarely mean 

anything.  
 

If the advice from the elders ever comes, it has to come with personal bashing. Cause it's 

construtive criticism goy... While they could go on respectfully about it. But when your ego is 

above your head... 
 

Like what are these posts about MAINLY, everyone can see. Clergy this, Clergy that. Double 

talking and fake info. The Meditation session has went through quite a few revisions over the 

years. 
 

So I approve instead of letting them lurk in the shadows and just say whatever. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 
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- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 
- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

Re: What Are People Really Eating 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue May 01, 2018 11:09 pm 

HoodedCobra666 wrote: 

SoulSnipes wrote: 

rarenas wrote:I've been a member of JOS for many years now (more than 10)  
 

Hail Satan! 
Hail all those who fight for freedom! 

 

 

I doubt this claim, the wayback machine has constant updated versions of the meditation 

page so do the forums. 

 

 

Yeah, all these generals and elders of the JoS who have never appeared, only 

occassionally appear to play the high moral ground and instill doubt about how the JoS is, 

how the JoS this and that, and they a lot of inaccurate things with some facts here and there 

that rarely mean anything.  
 

If the advice from the elders ever comes, it has to come with personal bashing. Cause it's 

construtive criticism goy... While they could go on respectfully about it. But when your ego is 

above your head... 
 

Like what are these posts about MAINLY, everyone can see. Clergy this, Clergy that. 

Double talking and fake info. The Meditation session has went through quite a few revisions 

over the years. 

 

So I approve instead of letting them lurk in the shadows and just say whatever. 

 

 

Check this out also: 

 

https://www.jpost.com/Israel-News/Polit ... ses-506584 
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Re: What Are People Really Eating 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Wed May 02, 2018 1:08 am 

rarenas wrote:-------------------------- 
Again, I have respect for the JOS and the priests. You do a great job but that does not mean 

you are right about everything. Truth has been corrupted and you don't know all of it just like 

I don't know and no one else except the gods and the few gifted who have become gods in 

their own right. I am no self claimed elder nor general. Please, I don't give any orders nor 

post rituals. I am simply a soldier. 
 

I do not wish to cast doubt on the JOS! The Jews are currently the biggest threat to gentiles 

and have created programs (material and spiritual) to corrupt and enslave humanity. Our 

only hope is meditation and destruction rituals against the Jews to destroy their thoughtforms 

and free humanity from their chains.  
 

Like I said, I have stayed with the JOS because I am consistently reading the same things 

you (the high priests) end up writing about before they are posted. To me that is proof that 

we are being guided by the same beings. Do you not think? To me, that means that we are 

on the right path, although we may still have false assumptions or false truths. A good recent 

example is the article on the rainbow body and light body. I had been obsessively reading on 

it for two weeks and it showed up on the JOS forums. 
 

Anyone here who thinks I am trying to attack the JOS and cast doubts is wrong. The JOS 

has been a great community and the priests have done a lot for the cause. That doesn't 

mean the HPs are right and it is up to the community to help grow our knowledge. This 

burden cannot only stand on the shoulders of the HPs. If you see something that you 

question, bring it up and we should discuss and see what decide to be true.  
 

We must not fight nor attack each other but we should discuss! We must stay united or the 

Jews will separate us. 
 

Hail Satan! 

 

 

You are self projecting on your posts. We are not equals, and therefore, you cannot project your 

own limitations and your own insecurity about 'what is real' and what is 'true' and what not. Your 

years around here, if this is true or not, as everyone can claim anything and it's typical of 

infiltrators. Do not mean shit. It would mean something if such were used in a way to be able to 

have an opinion and compare to those who have done something.  

 

To whom you are by yourself comparing. And projecting false things such as somehow we here 

work by the "Ineffability Of The Pope". Which is another part of your swindling replies. You 
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came around like a tard and started claiming on our ignorance on this and that, and how we do 

not know, and how we do not have the ultimate truth...Like anyone claimed such. 
 

So you have been following for so long... You are a geneticist or a student of such...And oy vey, 

you read about the Cohen Gene and knew it was such a lie...You never heard of this before, 

even in posts where we have posted directly on the article...But lo and behold, for so many 

years, you were not googling it...It wasn't existing goy I didn't know, and I'm PhD in 

Bullshitology, please listen to me...Oh here it is on Wikipedia, but remember my last point goy 

(Which I never ever proved) clergy is wrong goy...This is what I leave to you as a final note...and 

remember dis I really hate the jews... Oy gevalt... 
 

Do you think anyone here has 80 IQ to believe your bullshit? I just approve your replies to reply 

to them. 
 

All your post is just crap and putting words in our mouth such as stating we are always right. 

Which is a general phenomenon. Who exactly has stated we are always right? Nobody, except 

of people like you who take it as automatic assumption. 
 

We do not have to say if we are right or wrong given the information is out there and people 

have eyes to see and mind to judge. Considering that many people have not found these faults 

who are trying so hard to show. Which as admitted by our conversation weren't even there in 

the first place to begin with. But in your own mind. 
 

But who cares make sure to remember that the HPS aren't always right guys, because you 

know, everytime you enter these forums, it says in big bold letters that the "High Priests Are 

Always Right". Well wait there is no such thing anywhere... 
 

As for many articles written by other clergy (I do not do this often myself) on other aspects such 

as diet and so forth. They have to inform people on their outlook. There is a lot of conversation 

on this matter. And as far as I know much of this info has been updated over the years.  
 

You are trying to project a false idea, to arise false alarms, and to cause false doubt. Based on 

your own wrong perception of what the Clergy is and what it's all about.  
 

The community is right here. You want to contribute? Go for it. I have myself personally asked 

the opinion of biologists in some of my posts. I have only received private replies which are 

explanative, but the forum could also use such knowledge. Provided it's accurate and backed 

up with sources, and put forth in a respectful manner. Share your gems in other words.  

 

Information wise, all sorts of people post stuff on this forum. And constantly expand the 

knowledge. We may or we may not agree but most of it is allowed anyway so long it's 

respectfully done for the community. And all sorts of stuff is updated and or revised by the 

clergy... 
 

So your points are either fragmented or deceitful. 



https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 
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Re: What Are People Really Eating 
Postby High Priest Lucius Oria » Fri May 04, 2018 9:29 pm 

Regarding DNA testing, the real treasure is not the results the company tells you, its your raw 

DNA data that you can download from them and check across different 3rd party companies for 

heritage and health. 

 

If you have your raw DNA data, you can get it analysed through a tool called Promethease. You 

can check whether you have the Cohen gene from there, free of charge at the moment. 
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